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TOSSUPS 

1. In this ballet, the jealous miller Hilarion loves the title character, a peasant girl. She falls for the 
disguised nobleman Albrecht, but Hilarion reveals the deception and she dies of a broken heart. She joins a 
group of spirits led by the malevolent Myrtha, and ends up killing Hilarion, but manages to spare Albrecht. 
Those spirits are a band of Wi lis, the ghosts of girls jilted before their wedding, and the title character is 
thus doomed to seduce men and dance them to death. FTP name this Adolphe Adam ballet. 

Ans: Giselle (accept Les Wilis before mentioned) 

2. It was found in the ruins of Susa in 1901 by Jacques de Morgan. It had been brought to Susa around 
1174 BCE when an invading Elamite army plundered the city of Sippar, whose patron deity was the sun 
god Shamash. This stele is covered with twenty-one columns of cuneiform, and stipulates heavy fines for 
men who neglect their portions of the dike. FTP, name this slab of stone carved with a set of laws, named 
for a king of Babylon. 

Ans: Law Code ofHammurabi or Hammurabi's Code 

3. This chemical has formula CH2CHCONH2. Its polymer is used in making soft contact lenses, as a 
coagulant in drinking water, and in packaging. Its polymer is mixed with "bis," sodium dodecyl sulfate, and 
APS to form the compound used in SDS-PAGE (S.D.S. page), a gel electrophoresis technique used to 
separate proteins by size. In 2002, Swedish scientists announced that, FTP, what neurotoxin and suspected 
carcinogen can be found in fried starchy foods? 

Ans: acrylamide 

4. Bunyan's The Pilgrim's Progress inspired this man's first novel, The Pilgrim's Regress, and he responded 
to Blake's The Marriage of Heaven and Hell by writing The Great Divorce. In a later novel, the conversion 
of the Patient leads the title character to threaten his nephew with a visit to the House of Correction for 
Incompetent Tempters. That nephew, a minor demon named Wormwood, finally fails and is eaten by 
Screwtape. His best-known novel focuses on the Pevensey children-Peter, Susan, Edmund, and Lucy. 
FTP, name this author of the Chronicles ofNarnia. 

Ans: ~live ~taples Lewis 

5. He is disguised as Gestumblindi in the Heidrekssaga, and he is tortured while disguised in The Lay of 
Grimnir. In the Gy/faginning, he appears as High One, Just-as-High, and Third. He appears in disguise to 
thrust a sword into the Branstock at a wedding banquet in the Volsunga saga. In The Lay ofVafthrudnir, he 
disguises himself as Gagnrad and wins a riddle contest by asking what he whispered into his son Baldur's 
ear at Baldur's funeral. Usually disguised as an old man with one eye since he traded the other for a drink 
from Mimir's Well of Wisdom, FTP name this chief god of the Aesir. 

Ans: Odin or Wotan or ~ (or a bunch of other possible answers; if someone says something 
crazy and claims they're right, talk to Seth) 

6. His first newspaper appearance was in "Fourth Ward Brownies." For a while this character starred in two 
competing comics, after his creator defected from Pulitzer's New York World to Hearst's New York Morning 
Journal. This two-toothed street urchin, whose real name is Mickey Dugan, was created by Richard F. 
Outcault in 1895. His dialogue appeared on his bright nightshirt, from whose color he derives his name. 
FTP name this character from Hogan's Alley who inspired a term for newspaper sensationalism. 

Ans: Yellow Kid (accept Mickey Dugan before mention in the question) 

7. Sevenster's stickleback fish studies showed that this man had erred in ignoring species specific learning 
processes in his theories, which had trouble explaining birdsong and human language acquisition. During 
World War II, he worked on missile guidance by trained pigeons, and he also trained pigeons to play ping
pong. Legend has it that while sitting in the audience at a talk, he was able, by smiling at the right 
moments, to get the speaker, Erich Fromm, to repeatedly chop his left hand in the air, illustrating the power 



of schedules of reinforcement. FTP name this neo-Behaviorist who used his eponymous box for operant 
conditioning. 

Ans: Burrhus Frederic Skinner 

8. Boussinesq (pron. solved the closure problem associated with this phenomenon by hypothesizing a 
relationship between the mean velocity field and the Reynolds stresses. Prandtl's (pron. PRAND-tullz) 
derivation of the mixing length model of this phenomenon uses Boussinesq's assumption that the associated 
momentum transport results in a large-scale eddy viscosity. FTP what is this stochastic flow phenomenon 
seen at high Reynolds number, when laminar flow transitions to a chaotic flow regime? 

Ans: Turbulence or turbulent flow 

9. The first part of this poem is set "on the shores of the Basin of Minas," and tells of "the little village of 
Grand-Pre," the home of the beautiful title character. It is loosely based on a 1755 event known as Le 
Grand Derangement. It begins in Nova Scotia, but the title character later travels down the Mississippi to 
Louisiana in search of her love, Gabriel Lajeunesse. Focusing on the daughter of Benedict Bellefontaine, 
and beginning, "This is the forest primeval," FTP name this epic "Tale of Acadie" by Longfellow. 

Ans: Evangeline: A Tale of Acadie 

10. He defeated two legions led by Mummius, whose forces were punished with decimation. He was finally 
killed at Lucania, hemmed in by three armies after the Cilician pirates he'd hired betrayed him. His 
followers were crucified along the road from Capua to Rome, and their bodies left hanging for years since 
Crassus never gave orders to remove them. He probably received training as a Roman auxilliary before 
becoming a slave. FTP, name this Thracian who broke out of a gladiator school and went on to lead the 
largest slave revolt in history. 

Ans: Spartacus 

11. 11. The eastern part of this state includes an area known as the "scab lands, " created by erosion 
following the flooding of Lake Missoula during the Ice Age. Hanford in this sparsely populated region was 
a perfect site for the production of the first full scale nuclear reactor. Roslyn, in the mountainous middle, 
passed for Alaska in the television series Northern Exposure, while Snoqualmie was the location used for 
the pilot and movie of Twin Peaks. A temperate rainforest is found on the Olympic Peninsula, on the 
western side ofPuget Sound. FTP name this state with capital at Olympia. 

Ans: Washington 

12. His father was the Rajah of Bundelkund, and his uncle was the Indian hero Tippu-Sahib. Born Prince 
Dakkar, he was made an expatriate after the Sepoy mutiny, which he organized, and he later acquired an 
inexhaustible fortune from the Spanish galleons sunk at the Battle of Vigo. In a second novel, he saves five 
prisoners stranded on Lincoln Island; in his first appearance, he saves three men thrown into the sea when 
the USS Abraham Lincoln collides with his vessel. Taking his name from the Latin for "nobody," FTP 
name this man whose story is continued in The Mysterious Island, the captain of the Nautilus in Jules 
Verne's 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea. 

Ans: Captain Nemo (accept Prince Dakkar before mention in the question) 

13. This name is given to the determinant bundle of a complex manifold's cotangent bundle. The brick by 
this name is a 1x2x4 rectangular parallelipiped. In physics it denotes an area preserving transformation 
from one set of Hamiltonian coordinates to another. In biology it refers to the major pathway of a signal, 
such as the Wnt (wint) signalling pathway. It can also describe a matrix representation with eigenvalues on 
the main diagonal and 1 's or D's on the superdiagonal. FTP give the adjective used to describe normal forms 
for matrices such as Jordan's. 

Ans: Canonical (accept word forms) 

14. The director of this musical wanted to stage a beauty pageant within a production, hence its title. Gigi 
wins the title, but an inexperienced country girl wins a different prize. Kim's whorehouse friends sing a 
traditional wedding song when she gets hitched. She dances to a saxophone, and is left by her husband. 
Years later, Chris has married Ellen, and is a charity worker for the Bui-Doi, the "dust of the earth". Kim 
now has a son, and when Chris meets her again, she shoots herself so that he will adopt her son. FTP name 



this Broadway musical, based on "Madame Butterfly", featuring songs like "Sun and Moon", "I Still 
Believe", and "Last Night of the World". 

Ans: Miss Saigon 

15. 15. It was her sister Mary who first caught the eye of her future husband. She pursued Henry Percy of 
Northumberland, but they were broken up by a meddling Cardinal Wolsey. Her secret marriage was not 
announced public ally until Easter 1533 with the intention of concealing her pregnancy. Charges against her 
three years later included incest with her brother, George, Lord Rochford, as well as the popular legend that 
she had six fingers on each hand. FTP name this mother of Elizabeth I, the wife of Henry VIII who 
preceded Jane Seymour. 
Ans: Anne Boleyn 

16. The original was entitled Al Azif, from the Arabic word for the nocturnal sounds of insects. It contains 
accounts of the Old Ones and how to summon them. First mentioned in The Hound, it was written by the 
mad Arab Abdul Alhazred, but the principle source of information on it is The Dunwich Horror. The only 
place you are likely to find copies is in Miskatonic University in Arkham, Massachusetts. Ash releases the 
Army of Darkness in the film of that name when he messes up the phrase "Klaatu barada nikto" after 
retrieving this book. FTP name this fictional tome created by H.P. Lovecraft, whose name means "the book 
of the law of the dead." 

Ans: Necronomicon 

17. This process works best on primary alkyl halides and primary alcohols. If there is branching in the 
alcohol, elimination will occur, producing an aldehyde. In this reaction, a strong base deprotonates an 
alcohol. The resulting alkoxide can be added to an alkyl halide. In theory, a backside attack and 
bimolecular nucleophilic substitution takes place to produce a carbon chain with an oxygen atom between 
two carbons. FTP name this most common method of making ethers. 

Ans: Williamson ether synthesis 

18. Former Detroit mayor Coleman Young served in this unit. After candidates had been trained at Moton 
Field, they were allowed to practice with P-51 Mustangs which they used extensively as a part of the 332nd 
Fighter Group. Flying 5,178 missions, they earned hundreds of Air Medals and over 150 Flying Crosses, 
culminating in a Presidential Unit Citation on March 24, 1945. FTP, name this African-American flying 
corps of World War II. 

Ans: Tuskegee Airmen 

19. This document recommends an annual ceremony in which a crown is placed on top of the charter, to 
show that "law is king"; afterwards, the crown is "demolished, and scattered among the people whose right 
it is." This work states that it is ridiculous to have an island rule a continent, and says that only "a 
continental form of government"-independence-can "keep the peace of the continent." Benjamin Rush 
convinced its author to change the title from Plain Truth. FTP, name this pamphlet which convinced 
George Washington and many others to seek independence, written by Thomas Paine. 

Ans: Common Sense 

20. His writings on a mythic pattern in Shakespeare's plays were collected in Shakespeare and the Goddess 
of Complete Being. He began to develop his own personal mythology with his Crow poems, and he wrote 
the children's novella The Iron Giant. He became even more controversial after his second wife, Assia 
Wevill, committed suicide, and many feminist critics attacked him for repressing portions of his first wife's 
journals, and reordering a collection of her poems including "Lady Lazarus" and "Daddy." FTP, name this 
Poet Laureate, whose last work, Birthday Letters, chronicled his relationship with his first wife, Sylvia 
Plath. 

Ans: Ted or Edward James Hughes 
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1. Answer the following on noir novels which inspired movies FTPE. 
10) This author introduced LA investigator Phillip Marlowe in his twice-filmed first novel, The Big Sleep. 

Ans: Raymond Thornton Chandler 
10) Dashiel Hammett's first novel, Red Harvest, adapted in Kurosawa's Yojimbo, introduced this nameless 
detective. He reappears in The Dain Curse. 

Ans: The Continental Op 
10) This novel by Gary K. Wolf follows detective Eddie Valiant as he unravels mysteries dealing with 
newspaper comic stip characters. It inspired a similarly-named Disney movie. 

Ans: Who Censored Roger Rabbit 

2. Answer some questions about a physicist and his contributions, FTPE. 
10) Name the man whose namesake relativistic quantum mechanical wave ·equation describes spin-II2 
fermions in general. 

Ans: Paul Dirac 
10) The Dirac equation predicts negative energy states for electrons. This led Dirac to predict the existence 
of these particles, first detected by Anderson in cosmic ray studies. 

Ans: positron or antielectron (prompt on antimatter, antiparticle) 
10) In Dirac notation, this term is given to physical states identified with vectors in a Hilbert space, while 
elements of the dual space are known as bras. 

Ans: kets 

3. Name the following about India's recent elections FTPE. 
10) Which long-dominant party received the largest number of seats? 

Ans: Congress Party 
10) Which Italian-born widow of an assassinated prime minister leads the Congress party, though she has 
declined to seek the position of prime minister herself? 

Ans: Sonia Gandhi 
10) Since 1998, India has been led by the Bharatiya Janata Party, which espouses this nationalist 
philosophy. 

Ans: hindutva 

4. Identify the polar explorer from clues FTPE. 
10) His book Northward over the Great Ice details his journey to the north pole, and credit for getting there 
first (or at all) mayor may not be due. 

Ans: Robert Peary 
10) Peary detractors often credit this man with reaching that pole first, though it is equally unclear whether 
he made it. 

Ans: Frederick Cook 
10) This Briton reached the South Pole a month after Roald Amundsen, but died along with his four 
companions on the return journey. 

Ans: Robert Falcon Scott 

5. Answer the following on structures involved in cell motility FTPE. 
10) These structures work like oars, with power and recovery strokes generating a force perpendicular to 
their axes. They are usually smaller and more numerous than flagella. 

Ans: cilia or cilium 
10) Cilia and flagella have a "9 + 2" arrangement of these thickest fibers of the cytoskeleton. In many cells 
they radiate from a centrosome. 

Ans: microtubules 
10) This motor protein family makes up the side-arms of the microtubule doublets and generates the 
bending motion of cilia and flagella. 

Ans: dynein 

6. Answer the following on female nature spirits in Greek myth, FTPE. 



10) These nymphs were woodland spirits. Each one lived in or was associated with a particular tree. 
Ans: Dryads or Hamadryads (prompt on MeJiae) 

10) These daughters of the Oceanid Doris were associated with the Mediterranean Sea. Members include 
Amphitrite and Thetis. 

Ans: Nereids 
10) This most famous Oread pined away for love of Narcissus after Hera left her unable to speak freely, 
only repeating what others said. 

Ans: Echo 

7. Answer some questions about an author and his works FTPE. 
10) This man wrote Lady Windermere's Fan and The Importance a/Being Earnest. 

Ans: Oscar Fingal O'Flaherty Wills Wilde 
10) This Oscar Wilde poem includes the line, "each man kills the thing he loves." It was inspired by his 
own imprisonment. 

Ans: The Ballad of Reading Gaol (pron. JAIL) 
10) In this fairy tale, a bird picks jewels and gold off a beautiful statue, and gives them to the poor. 
Eventually the bird dies of cold and starvation, and the statue is torn down. 

Ans: The Happy Prince 

8. Name these Miyazaki films FTPE. 
10) The title character's real name is San. Early on, a possessed boar god gives Ashitaka a cursed wound. 

Ans: Princess Mononoke or Mononoke Hime 
10) The title characters are benevolent forest spirits who have become the mascots of Studio Ghibli. 

Ans: My Neighbor Totoro or Tonari no Totoro 
10) The title princess rules the only area on Earth unspoiled by the "Seven Days of Fire." She shares her 
name with a Phaeacian (pron. fie-A YCK-ee-an) princess who helps Odysseus in the Odyssey. 

Ans: Nausicaa, Valley of the Four Winds or Nausicaa of the Valley of Wind or Nausicaa of 
the Valley of the Wind or Kaze no Tani no Naushika (grudgingly accept Warriors of the Wind) 

9. Stuff about dating rocks using isotopes FTPE. 
10) The 40 isotope of this Group I element has a half-life of 1.25 billion years, making it useful for dating 
young rocks. 

Ans: Potassium or K 
10) Information about thermal histories can be obtained from the mineral-dependent closure temperatures 
of this noble gas, whose 40 isotope is produced by decay ofPotassium-40. 

Ans: Argon or Ar 
10) Ratios of the 207,206, and 204 isotopes of this metal are used to date meteorites. Its 208 isotope is the 
end-product of thorium 232 decay, while its 206 and 207 isotopes are the end products of uranium 238 and 
235 decay, respectively. 

Ans: Lead or Pb 

10. Name these women associated with American transcendentalism FTSNOP. 
5) She wrote the "Battle Hymn of the Republic." 

Ans: Julia Ward Howe 
5) Her family was involved in the experimental utopian colony "Fruitlands," but she is better known for 
writing Little Women. 

Ans: Louisa May Alcott 
10) The character Zenobia in Hawthorne's The Blithedale Romance was based on this woman, who edited 
the transcendentalist journal Dial during its first two years. 

Ans:MargaretFuller 
10) Of these three sisters, Sophia married Nathaniel Hawthorne, while Elizabeth became the first woman 
publisher and, with Mary, began the first English-language kindergarten in the US. 

Ans: Peabody sisters 

11. Answer questions about a barbarian tribe FTPE. 
10) This group was the focus of the Asterix series of comic books. Caesar fought a namesake series of wars 



against them. 
Ans: Gauls 

10) This leader of the Gauls was successful until the battle of Alesia. He was captured by Caesar and 
crucified afterwards. 

Ans: Vercingetorix 
10) The spiral-decorated gold jewelry of the Gauls was in this style, named after the Swiss archaeological 
site where it was first found. 

Ans: La Tene 

12. Visual bonus: identify the molecule FTPE. IUPAC names are not necessary. You have 15 seconds. 
Ans: A. propanol or propyl alcohol; B. acetic acid or ethanoic acid or ethanolic acid; C. cholesterol 

13. Answer these questions about some English painters, FTPE. 
10) This group referred to Reynolds as "Sir Sloshua." It was founded by John Everett Millais, William 
Holman Hunt, and Dante Gabriel Rossetti . 

Ans: Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood 
10) MiIIais depicted this character from Hamlet floating downstream with a bouquet of flowers. 

Ans: Ophelia 
10) The Pre-Raphaelites gained the support of this influential art critic, the author of The Seven Lamps of 
Architecture and the Modern Painters series. 

Ans: John Ruskin 

14. Answer the following on yummy literary classics FTSNOP. 
10) This novel features Danny, Pilon, Pablo, Jesus Maria, and Big Joe Portagee. 

Ans: Tortilla Flat 
10) This play begins with a dinner party at Hakon Werle's house. Hedvig almost shoots the title creature to 
prove her love for her father; instead she commits suicide. 

Ans: Wild Duck 
5;5) FFPE, name the authors of Tortilla Flat and Wild Duck. 

Ans: John Steinbeck and Henrik Ibsen 

15. FTPE, name these films of screenwriter Robert Bolt. 
10) After Lawrence of Arabia and Doctor Zhivago, Bolt is probably best known for this play and movie 
about Thomas More. 

Ans: A Man For All Seasons 
10) Bolt wrote the screenplay for this 1984 film, based on the novel Captain Bligh and Mr. Cristiano 

Ans: The Bounty 
10) Bolt's last screenplay was for this Roland Joffe movie, featuring Jeremy Irons as a Spanish Jesuit in 
South America, and Robert DeNiro as a converted slaver. 

Ans: The Mission 

16. Name these poets FTPE. 
10) This Lebanese poet is best known for The Prophet. 

Ans: Khalil Gibran (pron. jibran, but be lenient) 
10) This modernist Nicaraguan poet's works include Cantos de Vida y Esperanza, and Prosas Profanas. 

Ans: Ruben Dario (prompt on Felix Ruben Garcia Sarmiento until they say something to 
distinguish from Domingo Faustino Sarmiento) 
10) This man's works include Fireflies and Gitanjali. 

Ans: Rabindranath Tagore or Robi Thakur 

17. Identify these early Chinese dynasties FTPE. 
10) This is supposedly the first Chinese dynasty, whose name means "summer". 

Ans: Xia or Hsia 
10) This dynasty lasted the longest, but eventually split into Eastern and Western factions. 

Ans: Zhou 



10) The first Chinese characters were supposedly developed during this dynasty. It came right before the 
Zhou. 

Ans: Shang 

18. Name the type of animal from scientific clues for 15 points each, or 5 if you need an easier clue. 
15) Alexander Lenz, Ulrich Nierste, and Gaby Ostermaier made a diagram, dealing with decay, named for 
this animal. Feynman complained that it didn't resemble the animal, and they responded that Feynman 
diagrams don't look like him. 
5) Darwin observed them, unexpectedly, on the Galapagos Islands. This is the farthest north that they get. 

Ans: Penguin (accept equivalents) 
15) V.I. Arnold created a linear map he named for this animal, since his paper used a cartoon of one to 
demonstrate how it deformed under iteration. It's given by the 2 by 2 matrix "1 1 12". 
5) Schroedinger's is more famous . 

Ans: Cat (accept equivalents) 

19. FTPE, name these Jewish authors from works. 
10) The Counterlife; The Anatomy Lesson 

Ans: Philip Roth 
10) My Name Is Asher Lev; The Chosen 

Ans: Chaim or Herman Harold Potok 
10) Satan in Garay; Gimpel the Fool 

Ans: Isaac Bashevis Singer 

20. Answer the following on early Indian emperors FTPE. 
10) After the conquest of Kalinga, this emperor had a spiritual conversion and began publicizing his new 
policies and moral beliefs through rock and pillar inscriptions. 

Ans: Asoka or Ashoka or Priyadarsi, Beloved of the Gods 
10) Asoka was the third ruler of this empire, which had its court at Pataliputra and ruled India from 322 
BCE to 183 BCE. 

Ans: Mauryan empire 
10) This man was Asoka's grandfather. He was brought up by peacock tamers, but went on to found the 
Mauryan empire after the invasion of Alexander the Great. 

Ans: Chandragupta Maurya 
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